Prepare for The Fluctuating Stock and FX Markets in 2015
Sharing Technical Analysis of Financial Markets
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On 31 January, 2015, BWC Financial Education held “Prepare for The
Fluctuating Stock and FX Markets in 2015, Sharing Technical Analysis of
Financial Markets”seminar together with OANDA and FTAA in Marco Polo
Lingnan Tiandi, Foshan. The two topics for the seminar included
“fundamentals of foreign exchange markets” and “introduction of financial
technical analysis”. We invited guests from Guangzhou and Foshan,
including staffs in various enterprises, experts in financial companies, bank
clients and university professors to attend the seminar.

We invited Mr. Kelvin Zhao to become our first speaker, the Senior
Manager in Greater China of OANDA. Mr Zhao has over 5 years in Forex
trading experenice and had managed clients with over USD6 billion
monthly turnover amount. He also good at macro eoncomy analysis, giving
accurate advices to the customers, and with his strong background in
finance and computer programming, he has developed several transaction
models as well. OANDA has been awarded the “Best Research Tools”in
2014 by Singarpore Investment Trends. Mr. Zhao analyzed the fundamentals of foreign exchange markets with an emphasis on
academic knowledge. As Mr. Zhao shared the technical points with plain languages, his speech enabled the guests to know more
about the operations in the foreign exchange markets and the relationship between different currencies’ moving trends.

The second part of the event, our speaker’s K.C. Chan who is the member of International Federation of Technical Analysts (IFTA),
Mr. Chan shared the techniques for technical analysis with the guests based on his rich experiences. Moreover, he also introduced to
the guests some technical analysis tools which are commonly used to analyze the market condition with data and charts.

After the lively seminar, guests stated that they hoped to have more time discussing with the speakers, and also expected that
there could be more detailed explanation and demonstrationof the difficulties encounters and experiences gained in practice.
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●金融人才培训 ● 国际经济信息咨询 ● 企业管理方法咨询 ●工业投资咨询

